Seniors' Drive To Raise Funds Starts Monday

Suggest Men's Directory and Social House As Goals

SENIORS TO PLEDGE

Class To Have Two Contests This Week—3:15 p.m., Tuesday—3:15 p.m., Thursday—back to the alley and 8:30 o'clock—loud splashes in the pool scores as the pins crash. The pins will be placed in the mailbox or March seventeenth. These lists are furnished for the II-I of the Interior division of the senior class in the senior Alumni Fund Drive, ending Robert Nelles, general chairman.

YWCA To Have Discussion

The Young Women's Christian Association of State College for Teachers will continue its weekly discussion groups, Thursday at 8:30 o'clock in the Lecture of the Reform Club. The discussion will continue on Tuesday by a speaker on "The Philately Today." New York State College for Teachers.

Alumnae Institutes Course

Jerome Frank, a graduate of State in the class of 1913, is the instructor in the alumnae institute in charge of the college of liberal arts and sciences at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Miss Frank is to give a course in "The Profession of the Physician" at the Presbyterian Hospital, New York City, from April 10 to May 7. The course will be divided into six sections, each section dealing with a different subject: medical ethics, medical history, medical education, medical research, medical practice, and medical literature. Miss Frank will be assisted by M. B. Stiles, chief of the medical library of the hospital; W. H. Cameron, chief of the department of psychology; and J. S. B. Watson, professor of pathology at the university of Pennsylvania.

To Give Shakespeare

The college is to give Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" on Tuesday evening in the college auditorium. The play will be presented by the college dramatic society, under the direction of the college president. The cast includes M. B. Stiles, chief of the medical library of the hospital; W. H. Cameron, chief of the department of psychology; and J. S. B. Watson, professor of pathology at the university of Pennsylvania.

New Additions to Ensemble From Building Noise

The additions to the ensemble from building noise include M. B. Stiles, chief of the medical library of the hospital; W. H. Cameron, chief of the department of psychology; and J. S. B. Watson, professor of pathology at the university of Pennsylvania. The new members of the ensemble will be introduced at the next meeting of the college dramatic society.
In Consolidation The Answer To The Problem!

Last week's assembly debate brought into the open one of State's most questions. The problem is to consolidate the Bible and the Law, and this has been a topic of discussion in many quarters this year.

The wording presented to the debate was in a large degree original. We ask that you not be surprised that the conclusions may not be entirely satisfactory. In fact, the original version of the debate was in a much more detailed form, including a long list of references and arguments. The debate was divided into two main sections: a brief history of the Bible and a critical analysis of the Law. The main argument was that the Bible is not to be taken literally, but rather as a historical document that reflects the values and beliefs of the time in which it was written.

The result was an interesting debate, and the conclusion was that the Bible is not to be taken literally. This was not a surprising conclusion, given the nature of the debate, but it was an important one, as it highlighted the importance of critical thinking in understanding religious texts.

The Future of Debate

As debate continues to evolve, it is important to remember that the debate is not just a competition, but a means of rigorous discussion and critical thinking. The future of debate lies in its ability to inspire and engage young people, and to provide them with a platform for expressing their ideas and opinions. The debate should be seen as a means of promoting tolerance and understanding, rather than a means of winning or losing.
Prepare a spec.

... body was given as to what the debaters must know for the classes.

... election of assemblymen who attended.

... villed audience.

... more intercollegiate than the combination of literature, philosophy, and self-worth. The faculty...

... ruling that ended debaters' lives as a three-fold fault in the job. 

... of past years.

... more in intranational matters.

... set-up at all.

... student association position of debater this year is to... 

... us inquire again as to content a... 

... to think about abroad as a home.

... the old school, without any Army officer... 

... its starched aloofness. Biff Jones has the... coach and soft-spoken gentleman with a habit of... 

... between halves in 1934. 

... in D. X.'s footsteps at Louisiana State one year.

... ordered Huey Long out of the dressing rooms at Nebraska... 

... D. X. Bible was born in Jefferson City, Tenn., 46... 

... Biff Jones is Cornhuskers trampled by... 

... Nebraska's bald-headed and tutor evened the score, 8-4.

... Now ex-servicemen... 

... is Fordham University's... 

... collection stations established at the... 

... Minnesota.

... seven... 

... were collected by U. S. college and... 

... than many girls feel about Camels. Libby... 

... into eating and smoking too. So they smoke Camels.
Last week's position of the panel led some to compare this week with the last. The debate in a large auditorium, however, proved that the publication was not a failure of location. Discussion of the main points proved sound; a number of worthwhile ideas were finally listed.

The ability to think also, this year, was a success. This ability is to be nurtured and encouraged, this year in particular.

The Pledge:

Last Friday afternoon, the student council met and set up an all-student debate program for the future. It is to be discussed in the near future.

Songster:

Syracuse University's student publication the Songster was due to be published this week. The Songster will feature some of the publication's best songs this year.

Vacuum Cleaners:

Vacuum cleaners lost all their mysteries this week. Prof. F. B. Wright tells Barbara MacLeod the fine points concerning what goes on inside the rug cleaning machines. Prof. Robb, assistant in the course, is at the left.

University Bells:

University Bells will feature a song next week. Helmuth B.清除, Alpha Delta Pi, and Charles D. Riggs, Sigma Nu, will lead the grand march for the annual Nibbitt formal dances at the University of Tennessee. Kay Kyser provided the music.

Blind Wrestler:

Robert Allman, blind University of Pennsylvania wrestler, for he must learn to fight without sight. Prof. F. B. Wright, assistant in the course, is at the left.
Books and Men

U.S. Military Academy drill team of cadets in parade formation. The team is located in front of the entrance to the West Point campus.}

There's no doing off in this town

Sports

The sports programs of the various universities are well-attended by students, faculty, and other members of the community. There are big-time events such as the Dartmouth Winter Carnival, which attracts a large crowd.

Relaxation and talk before a fire

Students relax and talk before a fire in the room of a fraternity house.

Carnivalize carnal cars

Carnivalized cars are displayed at the Dartmouth Winter Carnival.

New president (above) . . . and daughter (right above)

Installation

Dr. Henry Morris Wright, the new president of Lawrence College, speaks at the installation ceremony. The ceremony is a significant event for the college and its students.

Clockmen

Clockmen are on duty at the Dartmouth Winter Carnival. They ensure that the clocks are set correctly, allowing for accurate timekeeping during the festivities.

Wrestler's times awar...with cock

Clockmen are responsible for ensuring that the clocks are set correctly, allowing for accurate timekeeping during the festivities.
Varsity Defeats Bard For Fifth Straight Win
RPI and St. Michael's Bow To Powerful Sophomores

By Missouri over R.P.I., 41-0, St. Michael's and St. Lawrence were unable to make the most of their opportunities. St. Lawrence had the advantage of hitting the ball right to the edge of the red zone, but the Saint Lawrence's coach talked to the team before the game and the Appreciation Award was given to the team. The game was played on February 17, 1947, and was attended by a large crowd.

Hartwick Is Last Foe Of Teacher Quintet
By Missouri over R.P.I., 41-0, St. Michael's and St. Lawrence were unable to make the most of their opportunities. St. Lawrence had the advantage of hitting the ball right to the edge of the red zone, but the Saint Lawrence's coach talked to the team before the game and the Appreciation Award was given to the team. The game was played on February 17, 1947, and was attended by a large crowd.

Yearling Hoopsters Have Fair Season
Defat to Powerful Teams Complete Fantastic Games
The Milkman's Athletic association, which has been the strongest in the state, was unable to make the most of its opportunities. St. Lawrence had the advantage of hitting the ball right to the edge of the red zone, but the Saint Lawrence's coach talked to the team before the game and the Appreciation Award was given to the team. The game was played on February 17, 1947, and was attended by a large crowd.

Two Athletic Groups To Play
The Milkman's Athletic association, which has been the strongest in the state, was unable to make the most of its opportunities. St. Lawrence had the advantage of hitting the ball right to the edge of the red zone, but the Saint Lawrence's coach talked to the team before the game and the Appreciation Award was given to the team. The game was played on February 17, 1947, and was attended by a large crowd.

Winter Season

---

Exhibition Will Feature Tennis Events At River Anniversary
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Sport's Night
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